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Special $2.99 cents deal for a limited time. The complete box set of all 8 Club Prive books, including

the French Connection series.Who is Gavin Manning and why does he keep showing up wherever I

go? What does he want from me?These are just a few of the questions law student Carrie Summers

asks herself after running into devastatingly handsome Gavin for the third time at the opening of the

hottest new club in town, Club PrivÃ©. Is he stalking her, or is it fate?Despite telling herself that she

doesn't have time for a relationship, she finds his persistent attention flattering, and can't help but be

attracted to those deep blue eyes. An evening of fun and dancing turns into the most incredible

night of her life, and she still doesn't have a clue about Gavin. All she knows is he's an amazing

lover.Don't miss the complete first series from MS Parker, but be warned - you might need a cold

shower after this one.
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Well I must say it's been awhile since I've read a panty busterCarrie & Gavin's is a hot love story

filled with twists and turns.The sex is hot and the description makes you have to change your



panties.Carrie was a paralegal working for a high powered female attorney she decides to go out

with her friends for a drink where they start to play a game to get men's numbers. Since Carrie was

the first to play this game she turns to find a hot looking strangerGavin was the hottie that Carrie ask

for his number which took him by surprise. Carrie decided she was not going to call .But, as fate

would have it she kept running into Gavin.When they finally get together the steamy sex ensued as

they begin to get closer he tells her about his little daughter and what happened to her mother who

had been killed in an accident.There is a lot more of this book that has betrayal more hot sex and

finding out who had caused the accident that killed his daughter's mother.More..but that would be a

spoiler.This box set also includes a continuing story about Carrie & Gavin called "The French

Connection".Tale of the possibility of Club Prive opening in Cannes the couple make their way to

France to meet with the money people that's where the big problems start.Gavin and Carrie attend a

party where he meets two girls that the money man has hanging on his arm. One of the girls

happened to be an up and coming performer who attaches herself to Gavin to show him around

which sent Carrie into overdrive.Carrie is in a fit when she comes back to the hotel where Gavin and

her were staying only find the two women in their bed.Carrie was told that Gavin had invited them.

Book Oneloved it...very fast read, but could not put it down...get ready to fall in love with Gavin and

Carrie....this book is HOT HOT...patiently gonna wait for book 2Book Twoif you thought the first one

was HOT then hold on tight book two is SIZZLING HOT...cant wait for Gavin and Carries story to

continue in book three....holy cliff hanger at the end....LOVED every page of this bookBook Threeall

I have to say is WOW what an amazing book.....I was hooked after book one...keep them

coming...Carrie and Gavins story is a hot wild oneBook FourYou have outdone yourself with the

series, its sad to see it come to an end...but and ending you did give us, with so many twists and

turns throughout the book...each book was as hot as the next...Gavin and Carries story left me

wanting more...perhaps one more with a wedding and a baby...cant wait for your next book

seriesBook FiveYou have outdone yourself with the series, its sad to see it come to an end...but and

ending you did give us, with so many twists and turns throughout the book...each book was as hot

as the next...Gavin and Carries story left me wanting more...perhaps one more with a wedding and

a baby...cant wait for your next book seriesBook Six given an arc for an honest review....by far the

best read from m.s. parker i was blown away. .carrie and gavin head off to france for a

vacation/business meeting with the hopes of rekindling their romance that has dwindle in the year

the have been together...gavin finds the man who wants to open the new club prive in France to be

a little off...and the girls he tries to push onto gavin leave a weird feeling with gavin....but the



business opportunity is still worth it....
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